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Glass Kiln Casting from Wardell Publications fused art glass presents artist and instructor Jayne
Persico, a quintessential guide to kiln casting with project instructions featuring glass frit, sheet
glass and re useable casting molds. Jayne Persico brings her fresh and timeless style to the art
of Glass Kiln Casting. This inspirational yet thoroughly practical guide presents lush
photographs of beautifully finished pieces that will capture the imagination. The clear and simple
instructions will enable fusers of any skill level to achieve amazing 3 dimensional creations.
Glass Kiln Casting is an 80 page book offering more than 260 color photographs in 12 chapters
that will inspire dozens of exceptional projects. The opening chapter features invaluable
information covering frit casting molds, tools, equipment and kilns, plus an in depth yet simple
approach to working with digital kiln controllers. This book is sure to become a studio favorite
that fusers of all levels will refer to time and again. Jayne will take you by the hand and her
writing style guides crafters through the frit casting process. She will show you how to make frit
cast jewelry, plates and bowls with amazing results that will impress everyone who views your
creations.

From the Back CoverGlass Kiln Casting from Wardell Publications fused art glass presents artist
and instructor Jayne Persico, a quintessential guide to kiln casting with project instructions
featuring glass frit, sheet glass and re useable casting molds. Jayne Persico brings her fresh and
timeless style to the art of Glass Kiln Casting. This inspirational yet thoroughly practical guide
presents lush photographs of beautifully finished pieces that will capture the imagination. The
clear and simple instructions will enable fusers of any skill level to achieve amazing 3
dimensional creations. Glass Kiln Casting is an 80 page book offering more than 260 color
photographs in 12 chapters that will inspire dozens of exceptional projects. The opening chapter
features invaluable information covering frit casting molds, tools, equipment and kilns, plus an in
depth yet simple approach to working with digital kiln controllers. This book is sure to become a
studio favorite that fusers of all levels will refer to time and again. Jayne will take you by the hand
and her writing style guides crafters through the frit casting process. She will show you how to
make frit cast jewelry, plates and bowls with amazing results that will impress everyone who
views your creations.
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Joy of Fusing - Glass Fusing Basics, Molds & More Warm Glass: A Complete Guide to Kiln-
Forming Techniques: Fusing, Slumping, Casting Mould Making for Glass (Glass Handbooks)
Kiln-Formed Glass: Over 25 Projects for Fused and Slumped Designs



So The Wind Wont Blow It All Away, “No mold making advice - Book covers how to use their
products. I did not realize that Colour de Verre was their products, they are selling. This book
does a great job showing how to be successful using their molds. I actually thought I was going
to learn how to make my own ceramic molds in this book. So, I purchased the wrong book, my
fault. The book is well done, cant go wrong if this is what you need.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great pictures. There is some presumtive skill on part of reader, but
basically a good place to start! Would be great packaged with a kit to try the projects.”

Monica Z, “great book for beginners!. I am a beginner and this book guided me on my first
proyects. this book gives you detailed explanation on firing schedules for pate de verre.”

RC, “Five Stars. Exactly what I was looking for”

A. H. Ford, “One for the would be warm glass artist maybe. Nice clear book full of colour
photographs and detailed accounts of how to accomplish each project using Colour de verre
moulds and glass frit. It really does go into every detail including how to prepare the mould, how
to program your kiln and even how to make colour samples so you can get the colour you want. It
is written by an American and so for an American market but I don't see that as a problem. Some
things are a little harder to track down in the UK but can easily be obtained via the internet.
Tempsford Glass stock Colour de Verre moulds in the UK but if you just google Colour de verre
you'll find stockists overseas. Glass frit and billets can be bought from any number of places. I
wouldn't describe this as a book for a total beginner but rather for people who are a little more
comfortable with kilns and who have some knowledge of how glass behaves when it gets hot. I
would certainly buy it but just be aware of how expensive moulds, kilns etc are. I also think some
of the moulds are better value than others simply because you can use them for many projects.”

Mr Kiplin, “Glass Class. A very useful book, with plenty of good photographs.It has given me
plenty of ideas of how I can develope my own art work in glass. Only slight downside, the book is
American and much of the equipment used ids not available here. It is still a useful book to have
on the shelf especially for inspiration.”

    , “           .                                    ”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 16 people have provided feedback.
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